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clear another group of abnormals which probably exists
in every culture: the abormals who represent the extreme

development of the local cultural type. This group is
socially in the opposite situation from the group we have
discussed, those whose responses are at variance with their
cultural standards. Society, instead of exposing the former
group at every point, supports them in their furthest aber-
rations. They have a licence which they may almost end-
lessly exploit. For this reason these persons almost never
fall within the scope of any contemporary psychiatry.
They are unlikely to be described even in the most careful
manuals of the generation that fosters them. Yet from
the point of view of another generation or culture they are
ordinarily the most bizarre of the psychopathic types of
the period.

The Puritan divines of New England in the eigtheenth
century were the last persons whom contemporary opinion
in the colonies regarded as psychopathic. Few prestige
groups in any culture have been allowed such complete
intellectual and emotional dictatorship as they were.
They were the voice of God. Yet to a modern observer it
is they, not the confused and tormented women they put to
death as witches, who were the psychoneurotics of Puritan
New England. A sense of guilt as extreme as they por-
trayed and demanded both in their own conversion experi-
ences and in those of their converts is found in a slightly
saner civilization only in institutions for mental diseases.
They admitted no salvation without a conviction of sin
that prostrated the victim, sometimes for years, with re-
morse and terrible anguish. It was the duty of the minister
to put the fear of hell into the heart of even the youngest
child, and to exact of every convert emotional acceptance
of his damnation if God saw fit to damn him. It does not

matter where we turn among the records of New England
Puritan churches of this period, whether to those dealing
with witches or with unsaved children not yet in their


